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Introduction
Having your best Contact Centre advisors available to
serve and transact across a variety of topics, day and
night is difficult to justify. To extend the hours of service,
respond instantly and enhance the service delivered,
businesses are automating customer interactions across
multiple channels before connecting with
an agent.

The Enghouse chat connector is a powerful module that
integrates Virtual Assistants / Chatbots with contact
centres to transform the customer experience. Providing
both an automated and live chat service, helping
businesses serve and transact 24/7.

Chat and Social Connector
The Enghouse Chat Connector was built in collaboration
with converse360 and provides a number of rich API’s
that enable seamless integration between Enghouse’
Communications Center Chat and 3rd Party Chat and
Automation platforms. By using the Chat Connector,
customers can begin self-serving with a Chatbot
and using business rules can be transferred to a live
Communications Center chat queue and delivered
to chat-enabled agents.

The Social Connector
takes the Chat Connector
functionality and adds
integration to several
social media sources
(including WhatsApp,
Twitter Direct Message
and Facebook
Messenger).

A media indictor will highlight to the agent that it is
a Chatbot hand-off. Chat queues can take chats from
both the chatbot as well as from standard Web Chat.
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converse360’s Service Automation Platform
Assist-Me is converse360’s service automation platform.
If offers end-to-end automation through Chatbots,
Speech Assistants, digital humans and adds workflow
integration to email, SMS, business applications and
UC systems.
It fully integrates to the Enghouse contact centre and
utilises all the API’s to offer powerful interoperability
with rich features and functionality.

Your branding, your
workflows, your data
 reate, customise and brand a chat
C
client for your website in an hour that
delivers both Chatbot and live Enghouse
webchat from a single user
friendly interface
Use the portal to easily configure

FAQ’s and build workflows using the
leading AI technology from Google,
IBM and AWS to intelligently chat
with your audience in a natural
conversational way

Integrate data from your CRM, business

applications and knowledgebases.
Identify and verify your customers
and then offer personalised
responses and transactions

Offer seamless hand-off from

Virtual Assistant to live agent based
on workflow rules, mis-understood
topics and use hidden words and
phrases to trigger transfers
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The Assist-Me platform embedded in the Enghouse contact centre

Combined Assist-Me and Enghouse Chat Connector Functionality
The two systems were built with Intelligent interoperability in mind
to provide the best experience, whether using self-service or live chat.
Key Features:
Before handing to a live agent it automatically

Live Chatbot monitoring, dashboards, analytics and

Full transcriptions of the Chatbot conversation

During interactions, real-time messaging indicators

checks the queue status, agent availability and offers
expected wait-time to the customer
are passed to the agent to avoid the customer
repeating information

All customer data collected including name, email,

phone number, webpage destination is presented to
the agent to reduce the chat time for both agent
and customer

administration can be integrated into the
Enghouse contact centre
show when customer/agent is typing

Agents can hand back to the Chatbot

or trigger follow up actions once they
complete the call, ie make a payment,
present a survey

Hand-off to live agent can intelligently select which

queue to route the customer to based on the enquiry
topic or by presenting queue options
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Your audience want to interact beyond business hours

Benefits of Chat Connector with Assist-Me
Extend your service to 24x7x365, Customers want to

Reduce the number of calls into the

Triage enquiries to prevent long wait times and better

Seamlessly blend self-service and assisted service

interact when convenient, not just between 9 & 5
handle call spikes

Customer Service team
for first call resolution

To understand more about the Chat Connector
or the Assist-Me Virtual Assistant please visit/contact
Enghouse.com or converse360.co.uk

About Us
We are the world’s most reliable contact centre technology provider. Our global brand is built
on our track-record of consistently honouring our commitments to our customers, our staff
and our shareholders.
Enghouse Interactive, a subsidiary of Enghouse Systems Limited (TSX: ENGH), is a leading global provider of
contact centre software, services, and video solutions, serving thousands of customers for over 35 years. Our
solutions enable our partners and customers to deliver winning customer experiences by transforming the
contact centre from a cost centre into a powerful growth engine.
Enghouse Interactive’s core values – Reliability and Choice – are key differentiators in the
global marketplace. Reliability speaks to our reputation for consistently honouring its
commitments to its customers, staff, partners, and investors. Choice is reflected in the
unparalleled breadth of our CX portfolio, which enables partners and customers
to choose from a wide array of solutions, whether deployed on-premise, in the
cloud or on a hybrid platform. By leveraging a broad range of technologies
and capabilities based on open standards, Enghouse Interactive
simplifies the advanced integrations customers require.
Respecting local regulatory requirements, and supporting any
telephony technology, Enghouse Interactive ensures that
its customers can be reached by their customers
– anytime, anywhere, and via any channel.
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